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Low likelihood / low impact
Quadrant 4

High likelihood / high impact
Quadrant 1

High likelihood / Low impact
Quadrant 3

Low likelihood / high impact
Quadrant 2

High-priority
Talk about these in various forums, in
various ways, repeatedly

Opportunistic
Glue mitigation work onto other
projects whenever it is easy

Technical Debt
Cognitively salient to staff & mgmt, I
tend to address these on my own or
with my peers when the effort is low
and to recruit my mgmt when the
effort is higher

Hard
I tend to mention these to my
audience, and then tell them that I
am ignoring them. Hard for
(immature) organizations to address
(e.g. primary storage system fails
catastrophically, cyber target of a
nation-state actor)

Risk Management Communication Framework
We strive for a shared, conscious understanding of our risks

I use this framework to help me guide conversations about
risks

Quadrant 1 show up regularly in my conversations. e.g.
Data Protection, InfoSec, Deep Infrastructure debt, Normal
Accidents (e.g. domino effects)

Quadrant 2 I tend to ignore -- I have yet to work for an
organization mature enough to engage on them

Quadrant 3 risks tend to occupy a lot of my attention: we
keep getting pricked by them, so staff & mgmt find it easier
to engage the necessary effort, and mitigating them helps
interrupt Normal Accidents

Quadrant 4 I try to ignore or address opportunistically

Notes
- This framework ignores Effort, i.e. items which cost a lot
to address. As a result, risks which cost a lot to address
tend to not to even get mentioned, using this model.
- Mitigating a risk is not the same as Fixing it -- we may
decide to do only a little bit about a risk, just enough to
shift its Likelihood or Impact a little farther down the matrix
- Typically of course, we choose to do nothing about a risk:
that’s OK.
- I emphasize conversations -- risk tolerance varies widely
amongst people & institutions -- I emphasize talking about
risk, as the part of building a shared, conscious
understanding of our risks, and of what we are choosing to
Accept and what we are choosing to Mitigate.
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